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Computer Extension (to Sample Problem 3/3)

The 250-lb concrete block A is released from rest in the position
shown and pulls the 400-lb log up the 30° ramp. Plot the velocity of
the block as it hits the ground at B as a function of the coefficient of
kinetic friction µk between the log and the ramp. Let µk vary between 0
and 1.

Solution. The constant length of the cable is L = 2sC + sA (see figure).
Differentiating this expression twice yields a relation between the
acceleration of A and C (note that aC = aLOG).

AC aa += 20 (1)

From the free-body diagram for the log:

[ ]0==Σ yy maF 0)30cos(400 =−N

[ ]xx maF =Σ Ck aTN
2.32

400)30sin(4002 =+−µ

Substituting N yields,

Ck aT
2.32

400)30sin(4002)30cos(400 =+−µ (2)

From the free-body diagram for block A:

[ ]maF =Σ↓ AaT
2.32

250250 =− (3)

Equations (1)-(3) above can be readily solved using a symbolic
algebra program (or by hand) for aA, aC and T in terms of µk .

aA = 13.8 – 15.935µk  (ft/s2)   aC =  – 6.9 + 7.9675µk  (ft/s2)

T = 142.86 + 123.72µk (lb)

Note that the accelerations may be either positive or negative
depending on the value of µk. The largest µk for which the log will
slide up the incline can be found by setting either acceleration equal to
zero. The result is µk = 13.8/15.935 = 0.866.

Since the accelerations are constant, dav AA 22 =  where d is the
vertical distance through which block A has fallen. Thus, the velocity
of A when it strikes the ground (d = 20 ft) is

kAAf av µ4.63755240 −==

The figure to the right was obtained with MATLAB. Note that results
are not plotted beyond the limiting value for µk (0.866) that was
determined above. Once this value is exceeded the velocity becomes
complex. Whenever imaginary or complex values occur there is
usually some physical explanation. In this problem the physical
explanation is that the log will not slide up the incline if the coefficient
of friction is too large.


